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Introduction

Some of the most closely guarded
secrets of this century—and perhaps
since time began—will be discovered

within the pages of this book.  At the heart
of the long-kept secrets is the phenomenon,
euphemistically known as unidentified
flying objects [UFOs], which certain
nations of this world have developed with
the aid of outer-terrestrials from other
planets.

The manuscript is entirely original, from
primary sources, most of which must
remain anonymous.  Over 100 interviews
were conducted.  Research for the project
took three years of two men's time, plus
thousands of hours contributed freely by
others, some of whom placed their careers
in jeopardy to do so.  Material was
gathered mostly in the USA, but also
visited were the USSR, Mexico, Germany,
Canada, France, England, Spain, Brazil and
the Vatican.

Washington was where the real struggle

was fought to pry the truth from
bureaucratic vaults.  During the task of
researching projects related to the UFOs, a
few allies who wanted the entire story
explained were gradually located in all
walks of the capitol's life.  Some of those
who came to our aid were senators,
congressmen, top military men in all the
services and high-ranking civil servants as
well as agents and retired agents of the
Central Intelligence Agency and the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.

Through the efforts of all those
sympathetic people, the book was
completed.  Its contents simply attempt to
open up, without apology, the postwar
history of the so-called UFO for
examination.

The USA and Canada as well as Britain
and Germany are the main custodians of
the secret UFO knowledge revealed herein.
But only in such a freedom-loving nation
as the USA could there have surfaced bold
men willing to defy tradition and disclose
the buried facts about the new age of
visiting spaceships and inner and outer
terrestrials.

The manuscript did not begin on a theme
re development of the so-called UFO.  It
was started more as a doubtful question
about the phenomenon in general, and as
ensuing facts were enlarged the story of an
international competition was recognised

which had begun in the 1930s and which
the authors labelled "the Space Race".
Quite soon, in the uncovering of additional
information, it became apparent that Earth
was no longer a singular planet on which
men looked and listened for the reality of
similar life elsewhere in the universe.
Instead, it was evident that Earth itself was
that sphere in this solar system which sister
planets had been monitoring closely for
years.  "We were not alone" was the
discovery which we, the authors, and
countless others had made.  But who would
believe that report if we were to tell?  This
was the mind-boggling dilemma.

Right from the start it was anticipated
that much of the new information sought
on the space age could not be freed from
security wraps for national defence reasons,
which indeed proved to be so.  Sympathetic
to this corollary, the authors did not inquire
at all into military secrets.  But a recurring
irritation was the unavailability of certain
material of related UFO importance which
will not be released for 50 years from its
happening.  That keeps many relevant
events hidden till the 1990s or later.  In this
latter case, perhaps only history, or time, or
unknown witnesses will come forward to
expose the truth.  

But aside from the military
considerations, this explosive knowledge
had also been suppressed simply because
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of its phenomenal and disquieting aspects
and the effect they would have in the
public mind and spirit.

Nevertheless, if the story of man's
sudden immersion into the interplanetary
world of extraterrestrials isn't unfolded in
part, at least, its telling may come too late.
For the inhabited solar system in which we
dwell and the equally inhabited space
beyond is far more complex than the
average intelligent person would realise.  It
is in fact a universe of principalities and
powers which have traditionally been
visiting and perhaps seeding planet Earth
for a thousand millenniums and which
probably will continue whether or not we
accept their incredible reality.  It is this
knowledge that will confound most
religionists and many scientists and
educators in the next span of years more
than any other current revelation about
outer space.  An eminent physicist of
Stanford University has stated that
"committed Christians of all faiths will
likely be the most unbelieving—as in
Galileo's time".

It may be that the greatest danger to the
thoughtful reader will be his despondent
reflection that God does not exist or at least
has become remote and impersonal.  On
the other hand, the revised rationale of the
agnostic may be to elevate man into God's
abode, raising man's ego-image still higher.
But what to rightly believe will become
self-evident to thoughtful people when they
know for certain that the horizons of the
heavens are endless and that there is a

Force unlimited by time and space which
must be omnipotent and omnipresent to
fashion and turn the endless wheels of the
cosmos, wherein Earthman may be only an
insignificant figure.

For those who will think this material is
science fiction in disguise, they are asked
to delay judgment until the conclusion of
the book.  Meanwhile, a few of the
problems encountered are shared with the
reader.

One foreign government complained to
the US State Department that its embassy
staff were being badgered by the authors.
In another country, the stay of the
researcher was cut short when he was
asked to leave.  The Vatican registered a
strong diplomatic protest with the President
of the USA that one of its top emissaries
was interrogated and forcibly searched
while bringing material into the USA for
the authors.  A special hearing of
congressional and senate committees met
in Washington to act on the refusal by a
government agency to release unclassified
information as required under the Freedom
of Information Act.  In another case, the
researcher was taken into custody for
attempting to photograph non-classified
National Archives exhibits, and an
executive order was secured to release him
from detention.  And just as offensive was
a forceful reminder that the collecting of
information and pictures from our former
German enemies was treason under a still-
existing wartime statute.

The drama of subterfuge on both sides

went on and on, and in itself would
comprise a book of skirmishes with the
military and science worlds that would be
both laughable and yet lamentable.  But as
the story of the round-wing plane unfolds,
it will be realised how the authorities
became committed to a bond of silence
going back 30 years.  Nevertheless, the
gathering of information for this book was
not simply a game of the pen versus the
sword.  It was a rivalry of serious intent by
the authors and those who came to their aid
to persuade the government sources to
reveal long-overdue facts on the UFO
enigma.  And for those opposing forces
who had been made keepers of the secret
by the previous generation, i t  was a
concerted attempt to dissuade the authors
to go home and forget about UFOs and the
nation's possible involvement.

But curiously, the whole series of
episodes has produced a grudging respect
for the thrust of science in the free world
and the hidden might of its military.  Only
in a democracy could the forces of
constraint and openness meet in
confrontation, and the lesser of the two
protagonists be allowed to survive and tell
of the struggle.

As this century ends, a reluctant United
States has been shoved onto the world's
stage at the most critical time of our
civilisation.  Whether America likes this
role or not, she and her friends are the star
players who must take major parts in
shaping this planet's destiny here and
beyond.  For far from being weaklings, the
USA and her allies are the noble giants
who hold aloft over our planet the shield
that would keep our world intact and still
free.

Earth under Surveillance
The Sun was two o'clock high on June

24, 1947, over Mount Rainier in
Washington state, USA.  A commercial
pilot flying northerly in a clear sky over the
Cascade Mountains fixed his sight to the
left where a flash had occurred at the
10,000-foot elevation of the towering
mountain.  As the experienced 50-year-old
Kenneth Arnold scanned the reflection,
little did he think that his description of the
objects seen near the burst of light would
result in the coining of a new universal
word.

Here is how Arnold expressed himself
that afternoon, as reported later in
newspapers around the world:  "The nine
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objects I saw flew like saucers, if you
skipped them across the water."  Although
what Arnold saw was highly technical, he
pictured it in a simple, idiomatic term
which thereafter caught the imagination of
kings and commoners across the globe.

Thus was born the age of flying saucers
in the 20th century.  And no one, scientist
or seer, could turn back the clock ticking
toward the arrival of the new aerial age.
Hundreds of thousands of similar sightings
in the current years would leave the world
divided about the controversy.  Simply
understood, the question raised would be:
are the flying saucers real pieces of
hardware or are they figments of
imagination?

Unknown to Arnold in the immediate
post-war years, the unidentified flying
objects he observed had been constructed
in and had taken off from the geographical
area beneath which he flew.  In his
reflections, he would not surmise that he
had just witnessed the evidence of an
aeronautical secret which had been kept
under official wraps for over 20 years.
What the veteran pilot of fixed-wing
aircraft had watched were his own
countrymen piloting a revolutionary break-
through in aerodynamics, named "round-
wing aircraft". 

Today, the latest versions of those early
round-wing planes which Kenneth Arnold
glimpsed over the Cascade Mountains have
escaped the bonds of Earth's gravity and,
thus weightless, patrol the outer skies of
this planet and venture fearlessly into the
realms of vast space.

At this juncture, before the wider
explanation of the intriguing aerial
phenomenon is revealed, the average reader
will recognise this unanswered riddle.
Never has it  been told to laymen the
identities of the thousands of aerial
sightings seen by professional airmen and
ordinary spectators in the last half of this
century.

To state the conundrum briefly, the so-
called flying saucers seen by Arnold and
countless others across the globe were
called "unidentified flying objects" by the
United States Air Force.  The terminology
became commonplace but deceptive.
Hence the shorter euphemism, UFOs, was
used to describe such aerial sightings the
world over.  This being so, the reader will
first become acquainted with four
identifiable aerial happenings which have
been declassified.  They are all researched

and documented cases from the years 1947,
1948 and 1955, and are actual crash
landings and subsequent encounters with
beings from other worlds.

Following these reports, the story will be
revealed of the round-wing plane as it was
developed on planet Earth.  And when the
revelation is unfolded, quite imperceptibly,
the following conclusion will dawn on
most readers.  

The genesis of a new age has already
begun for Earthlings.  And it is self-
evident:  we are late in joining the
interplanetary creatures who have ventured
into the vastness of the universe in search
of other intelligent beings...

Case Number Four:  United States
Receives Visit from Beyond Earth

Washington, DC, February 18, 1975;
time, 10 pm.  A hovering squadron of high-
altitude lights had just placed America's
capitol under a blanket of surveillance.
Before departing, they would send shivers
through the security surrounding US
President Gerald Ford, and their mission
would also change the USA's scientific
thrust in outer space within 60 days. 

On this winter's night in question, the sky
over Washington was clear and visibility
was excellent.  High above at 50,000 feet,
12 unidentified and stationary lights had
appeared.  The lights were not celestial
bodies, mirages or balloons, nor were they
conventional aircraft.  They were, in fact,
UFOs—a name first applied in 1966 by the
US Air Force to describe growing numbers

of unidentified flying objects sighted
around the globe.

At the three major airports around
Washington, several monitor systems
handle traffic and also act as an early
warning vigilance for unidentified aircraft.
There is the AACS, i.e., Aircraft and
Airways Communication System, the
sophisticated radar at Andrews Air Force
Base, the GPR (Ground Position Radar),
etc.  Therefore, besides untrained street
personnel who spotted the mysterious
lights, there were also the competent
operators of the AACS, Andrews Air Force
Base radar and GPR, who were
continuously watching the activities of the
unidentified flying objects.

At 10.16, one of the lights detached itself
from the formation and, peeling off to the
right, dropped toward the city.  Its colour
changed from blue to white.  In a park in
Georgetown, the northwest section of the
capitol, the light landed and as it went out
there appeared in its place a solid object.
Standing where the light had been was a
30-foot, saucer-like object with dome,
supported by tripod legs.

Underneath the craft, a door opened from
which stairs extended to the ground and an
ordinary-looking being with occidental
features descended.  The six-foot-tall man
moved briskly away from the perimeter of
the craft and evaporated before his viewers.
As he did so, curious onlookers, who had
seen the craft's landing in their
neighbourhood, ran toward the machine.
But 10 feet  away from the craft ,  an
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invisible force-field kept the sightseers
away.  The hatch closed, and the machine
stood isolated and alone.

About 10.20, after the being had
departed from the craft, there
simultaneously appeared a stranger before
the security guard at the street entrance to
the White House.  In perfect English, he
asked to see President Ford.  The being's
request was refused.

At approximately 10.21, a being in a
flight suit was seen walking down the
hallway to the Oval Room.  A Secret
Service man challenged the figure from
behind.  It continued on.  A bullet from the
gun of the President's guard apparently
passed through the being without drawing
blood.

At the next instant, the stranger
disappeared from the view of the Secret
Service pursuer and silently passed through
the locked and closed door to the Oval
Room.  Thereupon it stopped in front of
President Ford, working alone at his desk.
The startled President looked up at the
figure of a tall, slim man with black hair,
dressed in what appeared to be a trim
flight-suit of silver-coloured jacket and
pants tucked into calf-length boots.

The being spoke calmly:  "President
Ford, I am sorry to intrude in such an
unearthly way, but I have a message of
great importance which must be told."  He
continued:  "I am a scientist from Earth's
sister planet Venus, which, regardless of
Earth's scientific postulations, is inhabited

by a people identical to those like yourself
on Earth.  But my mission in being here
tonight concerns special knowledge which
others in this solar system have elected to
give the United States as our chosen
custodian for planet Earth."

Much of the alien's conversation remains
classified, but some of the subject matter
has been verified from executive sources.
In general, the visitor spoke of the dawning
of a new age for Earth in science, medicine
and other wonders—but hinged his remarks
with a single admonition:  "Earth must first
denounce nuclear war."  The verdict of the
outer-terrestrial stemmed from an inerrant
moral law of the universe, which Earth
nations had broken by splitting the atom to
destroy their fellow men.

Almost an hour later, the outer-terrestrial
departed.  Upon leaving, he placed on the
President's desk a dull, silvery object of
elliptical shape with rounded edges.  The
stranger called it a Venusian book—a gift
from his planet to America.

Simultaneously, several miles away, the
being re-entered the vehicle in which he
had come.  It took off and joined the lights
above, at which time the formation
disappeared off the radar screens of the
nation's capitol.

This meeting between an outer-terrestrial
being and a world leader is only one of the
hundreds recorded since Earth's first
nuclear explosion took place in 1945.
American presidents alone have had a
minimum of 60 visits.

Earth has been watched by outsiders for
at least 45 millenniums, and throughout the
pre-Adamite civilisations.  According to
their spokesmen, they have witnessed this
latest civilisation's advent of the railroad,
the discovery of electricity, the aeroplane
and auto, the rocket, the smashing of the
atom and, lately, the fearful number of
nuclear test explosions.  And, finally, the
uncontrolled aggressions of nations to
make their own atomic bombs—with
intentions to deploy them.

As the President picked up the object and
examined it that night of February 18,
1975, he called for Secret Service
personnel.  He also asked for the Secretary
of State and scheduled a meeting of the
General Staff to be held at the Pentagon as
soon as possible to evaluate the disc.  

During the presidential dialogue, the
extra-terrestrial being declared the US Air
Force should learn the formula encased in
the disc.  Mr Ford had gingerly examined
the object, but laid it down, perplexed as to
why the alien should leave such an
indecipherable thing as a parting gesture.
Was it really a goodwill gift of science
from another world, or was it some
diabolical, destructive force that might
enslave onlookers or destroy a city?

Like his predecessors going back to
Franklin D. Roosevelt, President Ford must
have asked himself some startling
questions about this peaceful outer-
terrestrial invasion, whose spokesmen
looked human and acted like friends,
notwithstanding that their arrivals were
always without warning or prior signal.

And, in a broader sense, US officialdom
was also asking, "Why all the sudden
attention which Earth was now receiving
after years of comparative isolation?"
Even more perplexing questions were
being asked by the suspicious military and
science worlds.  If these outer-terrestrials
were so advanced scientifically and
metaphysically, what did they know about
the future destiny of mankind that made
them suddenly want to share their
knowledge with a single nation, the USA?

Aside from these basic quandaries, other
sobering judgments had already been
established—which authorities had long
hesitated to pass on, and for an
understandable reason.  Those claiming to
come from our solar system and even
beyond were often nearly identical to
certain Earth races in appearance and in
biological, functional and mental ways.
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Obviously, there existed a correlation
between Earth beings and inhabitants from
certain other planets.

As President Ford may have pondered
these revelations that historic night, he was
well aware that alien ships of countless
origins were now bridging the time and
distance barrier between various planets in
the universe, the knowledge of which
leading nations of the world had denied the
public.  Furthermore, appraisal of the
combined worldwide UFO phenomenon by
military consultants was singularly
conclusive.  They concluded that all of
planet Earth was under systematic
surveillance by three distinct classifications
of alien intruders.  Those were labelled:
(1) friendly, (2) presumed hostile, and (3)
unknown.

Category (1), friendly. The craft were
usually round winged in shape, originating
within our solar system.  Their human
occupants have openly made themselves
known to certain Earth governments and
their leaders from time to time (such as the
foregoing visit to President Ford).  The
same outer-terrestrials have also
occasionally appeared by accident; for
example, the Captain Mantell incident over
Goodman Field, Kentucky, in 1948 [case
number three].

Category (2), presumed hostile. These
aliens generally came in round-wing planes
and were of human resemblance from
diminutive sizes to over six feet in height.
They had, on occasion, attempted to
infiltrate Earth by establishing hidden bases
in remote areas, and their spacecraft were
also engaged in mapping Earth and other
questionable activities.  It is believed they
originated from one planet or constellation;
for example, the Farmington affair of 1955
[case number one].

Category (3), unknowns. U n k n o w n s
were patrolling Earth skies and watching
our people and military installations
increasingly in the late 1970s (see chapter
XVII, "Strangers in Our Skies").  They
arrived in spacecraft of various dimensions
and shapes, up to 1,000 feet long.
Occupants were observed to be of a variety
of physiological descriptions, some of
which, by Earth's standards, bordered on
the ridiculous or grotesque, according to
their own admissions which were delivered
telepathically to Air Force pilots and
airport controllers, etc.  Observations of
their spacecraft by competent observers
suggested that their space technology may

be more advanced than that of this solar
system.

But one repetitious warning was delivered
by all the friendly outer-terrestrials with
whom physical and voice contact had been
made.  According to informed Air Force
sources, that constant warning stated a
nuclear holocaust on Earth was possible
within a generation unless immediate plans
were made now to prevent it. 

Alien Planet in our Solar System
As President Ford may have reflected on

the promise of sudden increased knowledge
for this world in exchange for abandoning
the international nuclear race, 2,700 scien-
tists, engineers, physicists, astronomers,
geophysicists, mathematicians, geologists
and radio engineers were occupied 24
hours a day at the Goddard [Space Flight]
Center in Maryland, keeping watch on a
more disturbing phenomenon.

A magnetically weak but inhabited alien
planet, over twice the size of Earth, had
wandered into our solar system and
attached itself to the force-field between
the Sun and the Earth.  By the year 2000,
this incoming intruder could possibly
regress the climate, where a third of the
world's people are located, toward another
ice age.  Its effects were particularly being
felt in the northern latitudes, where teams
of American, Canadian, Japanese and
Russian meteorologists and weathermen
daily gathered the evidence of an abrupt
change in world weather patterns.

But, underlying these hidden discoveries
and new knowledge of outer space, the real
question being asked by the world's leaders
was how to tell the public without creating
panic.  Collective scientific minds working
on the secret already were aware of these
explosive truths and the problems they
presented.  But how much of the biased
viewpoints of our history, religion,
philosophy and science would have to be
discarded in order to make way for the new
20th-century revelations?  

These revelations clearly indicate that
Earthlings are not isolated but in fact are
part of an interplanetary league of
intelligent creatures.  Our counterparts
from planets nearby and other destinations
light years away are trying to give warring
Earth nations a message.  The aliens are
telling us to stop the nuclear race and
destroy our stockpiles before we destroy
our planet and its civilisations.  In return
for heeding this advice, they would provide
Earthmen with the advanced technological,
scientific and medical secrets of the
Universe.  ∞

Editor's Note:
This extract has been slightly edited for
publication here.  The full 450-page
manuscript is available as an e-book
from the Onelight.com Publishing
website, http://www.onelight.com.  A
135-page section is available free at
h t t p : / / w w w . o n e l i g h t . c o m / G e n e s i s F o r
TheNewSpaceAge.pdf.
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THE TEMPLAR PIRATES:  The Secret
Alliance to Build the New Jerusalem
by Ernesto Frers
Destiny Books, Rochester, VT, USA, 2007
(pub. in Spanish as Piratas y Templarios,
Ediciones Robinbook, Barcelona, 2005) 
ISBN 1-59477-146-4 (183pp tpb) 
Available:  http://www.DestinyBooks.com

Piracy has been around for as long as sea-
faring and has played its part in the

unfolding of history since four millennia ago
when Egyptian and Phoenician cargo ships
were first targeted.  In the sixth century BC,
it became an organised method of plunder-
ing and subjugating coastal and island peo-
ples in the Aegean and Mediterranean seas.  

This is the launching point for mediaeval
historian Ernesto Frers, but his prime inter-
est here is in the role of the Knights
Templar.  The Norman Templar king Roger
II of Sicily was the first to fly the so-called
Jolly Roger flag (the skull and crossbones)
in defiance of the pope in 1127, but it was
not until their excommunication by Pope
Clement V in 1307 that the Templars turned
to maritime piracy in a big way.  This was
after they received a tip-off ahead of a raid
by French king Philip IV's troops and decid-
ed to flee their port of La Rochelle.  Their
divided fleet headed for disparate destina-
tions:  Portugal, Scotland and the New
World, where, later, with Henry Sinclair's
backing, they established colonies in a bid to
build a New Jerusalem, free of papist con-
trol.  Indeed, the Templars' piracy for hun-
dreds of years was part of their secret war
against the Holy See, and their efforts were

bolstered by opportunistic buccaneers from
the Mediterranean to the Caribbean.  

Frers traces the influence of the remnant
Templars in the expeditions of Christopher
Columbus, Francis Drake and Walter
Raleigh as well as French Huguenot bucca-
neers who started their own libertarian
brotherhood.  The pirate knights and their
brothers also influenced the rise of the revo-
lutionary movements in France and America
along with the growth of Freemasonry, four
of whose members—Franklin, Jefferson,
Adams and Paine—helped to write the US
Declaration of Independence.  These are fas-
cinating undercurrents with occult offshoots
which Frers brings to light, and they present
a different picture from "official" history. 

THE LORDS OF AVARIS: Uncovering
the Legendary Origins of Western
Civilisation
by David Rohl
Century, London, UK, 2007 
ISBN 1-7126-7762-3 (524pp hc) 
Available:  see www.randomhouse.co.uk

The origins of Western civilisation are tra-
ditionally sourced in Classical Greece

and Rome, cultures that are traceable to the
Heroic Age of ancient Minoan Crete,
Mycenaean Greece and Trojan Anatolia
(Turkey).  But what if the myths of mino-
taurs and labyrinths, Trojan warriors and
Cyclopean citadels were not just the stuff of
Homeric legend but historical narratives?  

Archaeologist David Rohl (The Lost
Testament, NEXUS 10/02) has managed to
bring these myths to life by applying the
same New Chronology (NC) he proposed in
his 1995 book A Test of Time, which gives a
radical down-dating of Egyptian history by
deleting three centuries of "artificial time"

from the New Kingdom and the Third
Intermediate Period.  But not only does his
NC offer an historical timeline for the Old
Testament narratives, it places the Heroic
legends in their proper context.  

The scene begins in the second millennium
BC, following a catastrophe and subsequent
famine that destroyed many Middle Eastern
cities and ended the Early Bronze Age.  It's
the time when Indo-European-speaking
tribes from the north, who became the
Hittites and the later founders of the Greek,
Persian and Roman empires, began their
invasions of Mesopotamia and Egypt, thus
creating a three-way struggle.  Starting with
the Hyksos who ruled in Avaris in the Nile
Delta, Rohl takes the reader on an epic jour-
ney through 2,000 years of history, ending
with the foundation of Rome by the Trojan
hero Aeneas.  On the way, among other
events he explains the sudden appearance of
the Etruscans in Hesperia (Italy).  Rohl's
superbly illustrated book complements his
richly detailed text.  A tour de force.

REVIEWS
Reviewed by Ruth Parnell
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